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TO HDQS
FROM SAC MFO

SUBJ RICKY MORALES I SD/1

AT MIAMI, FLA.-

1. SOUTH MIAMI POLICE CONTACT ADVISED MFO TODAY THAT ONE RICKY MORALES HAS BEEN REPRESENTING HIMSELF AS AGENCY OPERATIVE AT MIAMI'S FOUR AMBASSADORS HOTEL WITH MISSION TO MAKE AN APPROACH TO LOCAL MAFIA.

2. MFO HAS DISCUSSED WITH VENOM SECURITY OFFICER AND IT APPEARS MORALES PROBABLY IDENT TO RICARDO ANIBAL MORALES (NAVARRETE) OS FILE 380 858 OA ID/1 WHO WAS UTILIZED BY VENOM BRIEFLY IN 64.

3. LOCAL FBI OFFICE ALSO RECENTLY QUERIED VENOM ABOUT MORALES.

4. REQUEST HDQS REVIEW FILE 380 858 AND ADVISE MFO IF ANYTHING PERTINENT CONTAINED THEREIN.